


The following smart pages are giving you the trends
of

Le Rosaire Alpine-Spa-Resort’s 
Residences

This document has been settled in order to make you feel
the spirit and the directions of the project.

However, nothing included in these pages could  
be considered with any contractual value, as some services may  

be eligible to modification, or cancellation and replacement,
with no following warning. 

 
Please discover these pages a global concept-sensitivity, that will still take some evolution lines  

in order to be even more profitable for everyone,  
moneywise, brandwise and with a great taste of luxury living.





A luxury hospitality management, to satisfy all your needs.

Le Rosaire, Leading Rooms, Suites & Apartments.





More than a Hub, a destination including everything you may desire. 

Le Rosaire Boutiques, the fancy shopping center !





Quiet and peaceful, when you need it to be.

Le Rosaire Exclusive outdoor 34°Celsius thermal pool





Inspiring and exciting events, at home, once a month.

Classical Concerts, silent parties, Deejays, nightlife in spa...



depuis la route d’ALLIèRES:
Les Sciernes d’AlbeuvE (1669)



Le Rosaire stands on the MOB line (www.mob.ch)  linking Montreux-Oberland-Zweizimmen-Interlaken 

The best of swiss mountains. 
La Gruyère, le Pays d’Enhaut, la dent de Lys, le Lac de Montbovon...





Simply access to the main cities from Le Rosaire with a single train-change. 

Montreux, Gstaad, Geneva(   ), Interlaken, Bern ? Easy links !





We provide you with in-house services.

Valet Parking, VIP Concierge, Stylists, Massage, Cleaning... 





Keep shape, remodel your body !

The Technogym Fitness, Sports & Ski Area





Relax and enjoy your spa treatments

4 Saunas, 2 hammams. treatment rooms...





Healthy lifestyle. Local currency. The spirit of sharing skills. 

Permaculture, slow-food, afternoon teas, on 9 hectars of land.





                   Where culture matters : one staircase and two special exhibition rooms are dedicated to Art-Deco 
                                                  Our listed Art-Deco Chapel receives small concerts, public visits and private events.

A heaven of art-deco, with the actual 21th century comfort.





Invest in one apartment and benefit from travelling in other properties

ChateauShares Owners Club advantages available in Le Rosaire





Benefit from our fleet of luxury cars. Rent them at Le Rosaire

LeasingPartage Supercars rental partnership


